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Slender and dynamically sensitive buildings have insufficient inherent damping to 

mitigate harmful oscillations during seismic events and must use other means to increase 

damping. Passive damping methods such as Tuned Liquid Dampers (TLD) offer a low 

cost and effective means of damping. While several tower type buildings in the United 

States have utilized TLDs to mitigate wind induced oscillations, none have been used for 

reducing seismic induced oscillations. 

Currently there are no guidelines that allow the structural designer to design and evaluate 

the benefit and constructability of TLDs for mitigating structure response for a design 

seismic event. As a first step towards the development of such a guideline, a 

computational tool that is based on the coupling of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

analysis and structural analysis is developed in this study. The parametric study is 



 

 

performed on a tall and dynamically sensitive structure with TLDs of various dimensions 

and fluid depths for several design seismic events using the tool developed.  

The computational tool developed in this study provides an effective and inexpensive 

way to analyze the responses of the tall and dynamically sensitive buildings with TLDs 

subject to a design seismic event, which can identify essential elements that will provide 

the means of selecting and optimizing liquid damper design for mitigating structure 

response to selected earthquakes. The results of the parametric study show that the TLDs 

can be effective in reducing structure oscillations when the structure oscillation without 

the TLDs is within a certain range. When the structure oscillation exceeds this range, the 

structure stiffness must be increased. The results also show that regardless of the TLD 

dimension, the TLD response lags the structure response and consequently, the damping 

produced by TLDs will be more effective for reducing the oscillations induced by long 

period earthquakes.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

 

1.1 Background 

The height and complexity of tall buildings has increased in recent years (Abdelrazaq 

2011, Cardno 2007, Eliot 2012). In 2010 alone, 66 buildings over 200 meters in height 

were constructed with all but 6 constructed in the United States and none in Europe 

(Figure 1.1-1). Since 1996, the tall building construction has experienced an upward 

trend, with the last decade seeing the largest increase (Figure 1.1-2). 

 

Figure 1.1-1: Global tall building construction trends by country (source CTBUH, 

www.ctbuh.org) 

http://www.ctbuh.org/
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Figure 1.1-2: Tall building construction trends by year (source CTBUH, www.ctbuh.org). 

 

Lateral bracing such as concrete shear walls are usually limited to 8 stories for concrete 

structures, shear walls comprising of structural sheathing for timber structures are limited 

to 6 stories (timber structures are not permitted beyond this number of floors, though 

currently buildings with more than 6 stories are being proposed by the engineering 

community). For buildings exceeding that height (excluding timber structures), the 

bracing method is dependent on best combination of method and materials. In tall 

buildings, concrete cores (which also house elevators, fire suppressions systems, fire 

escape stairs and utility mains) are preferred for structures higher than 8 stories. Based on 

this CTUBH considers a 14 story building as tall. 

http://www.ctbuh.org/
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The American Society of Civil Engineers committee ASCE-7, defines low rise buildings 

as less than 60ft in height (a 5 story office building or a 6 story apartment for example). 

The National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) does not provide a definition of a tall 

building, but rather focuses on structures that are “Slender” and Dynamically sensitive.  

Per NBCC, a structure over 120 m (approx 360 ft) is dynamically sensitive, whereas a 

structure is slender when the height to width ratio is greater than 4. However, a tall 

building is not necessarily dynamically sensitive. For example the current tallest building 

in the world, the Burj-Khalifa, is not dynamically sensitive due to the buttressed design of 

the building and concrete construction (Abdelrazaq 2011). 

Regardless of the number of stories and the method of bracing, beyond a certain height, 

the contribution of the inherent damping characteristics of the structure and the floor dead 

weight diminish and supplemental damping systems need to be explored as buildings 

grow taller. Therefore in the context of this dissertation, comparing CTBUH, ASCE-7 

and NBCC and considering the aforementioned discussion, it appears that an appropriate 

definition of a dynamically sensitive tall building would be a structure between minimum 

60 ft in height and with a slenderness ratio greater than 4. 

Current building construction trends favor use of composite and lightweight materials for 

component and cladding and partitions (such as fiberglass, cold formed steel, 

manufactured stone veneer and masonry to name a few) in order to reduce costs. 

Advancement in post tensioned technology and use of lightweight concrete composite 

floor slabs permit reduced thickness and longer spans further reducing costs. 

Unfortunately the resulting cost reduction also reduces the inherent damping of a 
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structure and consequently, supplemental damping must be used to mitigate wind and 

seismic oscillations. 

1.2 Motivation 

With the increase of the number and the slenderness of tall buildings, there is need to 

study structural oscillations of dynamically slender buildings during a seismic event. In 

dynamically slender buildings, where the building footprint is much smaller than the 

building height, inherent damping or core wall stiffness may be insufficient to keep 

oscillations within acceptable thresholds, as assumptions about the inherent damping of 

the structure which are in the range of 2% -5 % of critical for buildings may not meet the 

level of damping required. Consequently, supplemental damping must be provided. 

Currently, active damping systems, such as tuned mass dampers and viscous dampers, are 

widely used as supplemental damping. However, the active damping systems are 

expensive to build and maintain. On the other hand, passive damping systems, such as 

tuned liquid dampers (TLDs), are usually less expensive and virtually maintenance free, 

which might offer required supplemental damping.  

TLDs have been used to mitigate wind induced oscillations of airport control towers and 

a number of bridges. Application of liquid dampers for mitigating wind induced 

oscillation in buildings is a new concept and has been applied to a few buildings around 

the world including two in the United States. Even though there are no known instances 

of TLDs providing supplemental damping to reduce seismic induce oscillations in 

buildings, the success of TLDs in damping wind induced oscillations creates the 
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possibility of application of TLDs in mitigating building oscillations during seismic 

events. Therefore, there is need to develop an integrated computational tool to study the 

effectiveness of TLDs on reducing earthquake induced oscillations. 

Design of a tall building is an evolutionary effort between the building owner, the project 

architect and the structural designer, with the role of the architect and the structural 

designer to provide a structure that meets the revenue and appearance expectation of the 

owner without compromising the safety of the occupants or the integrity of the structure. 

To ensure a seamless and conflict free integration with the structure design, supplemental 

damping systems must be a part of the evolving design process. Therefore, a practical and 

efficient computational tool can help evaluate the effectiveness of a liquid damper in 

mitigating the oscillation of a structure subject to a design seismic event during the 

design process.  

The motivation of this dissertation is thus to develop a computational tool based on the 

coupling of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and tall slender building structural 

analysis to provide an effective and inexpensive way to analyze the responses of the tall 

and dynamically sensitive buildings with TLDs subject to a design seismic event.  

1.3 Purpose and Contribution of the Study 

Currently there are no guidelines for evaluating the effectiveness of a liquid damper in 

providing supplemental damping for a slender and dynamically sensitive structure subject 

to a design seismic event during the structure design process. The rapid pace of the 
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design to construction process precludes laboratory testing of scale models – a process 

which is time consuming and can be expensive. The development of such a guideline will 

require identification and incorporation of key structural design parameters that will 

permit the structural designer to determine the effectiveness of TLD’s in providing 

adequate supplemental damping for a specific structure. While the development of such a 

guideline is beyond the scope of this dissertation, the parametric study in this dissertation 

presents an innovative approach to identify some of the essential elements that can be 

used to formulate such a guideline. The purpose of this study is thus to discover essential 

parameters that can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the liquid dampers in 

mitigating structural oscillations due to seismic events by using the computational tool 

developed in this study. 

The computational tool will couple a structural analysis code that is based on the lumped-

mass method with a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code that is based on the 

volume of fluid method. Parametric studies will be performed using the tool developed. 

The following studies will be carried out: 

1. Examine structure response to selected earthquakes in order to determine whether 

TLDs can be effective over a wide range or limited range of displacements; 

2. Examine the relationship between the vibration characteristics of TLDs and their 

effectiveness in reducing structure displacement; 

3. Examine the effectiveness of TLDs with various dimensions and locations in 

reducing the displacement of floors; and 
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4. Examine influence of structure modes on TLD response. 

1.4 Dissertation Organization 

Chapter one has presented an overview of the dissertation including the background and 

motivation behind this study, purpose and the contribution of this study. The remaining 

chapters are organized as follows: Chapter two presents an overview of current research 

into Tuned Liquid Dampers and their application in reducing structural oscillations; 

Chapter three describes fluid-structure coupling formulation; Chapter four discusses the 

validation of the open source software used for modeling the liquid damper; Chapter five 

discusses verification of the structural modeling code developed for this study; Chapter 

six presents the parametric study; Chapter seven discusses the results of the parametric 

study; Chapter eight presents conclusions and future work. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review  
 

 

2.1 History and Benefits of Liquid Dampers 

Slender and dynamically sensitive tall buildings require supplemental damping to reduce 

structure oscillations to ensure occupant comfort and structural safety. In order to reduce 

material costs, and make tall buildings economically feasible, material redundancy is 

eliminated as much as possible during the design process, and light weight material is 

used wherever possible. Any material savings thus obtained comes at the expense of 

reduced inherent damping requiring addition of supplemental damping to reduce 

oscillations to acceptable levels. 

To the structural designer, available supplemental damping strategies can be grouped into 

two major categories (Rai et al 2009, Kijewski et al. 1998, Kareem et al. 1999): passive 

systems such as tuned liquid dampers and active systems such as tuned mass dampers, 

viscous dampers, active mass dampers and viscoelastic dampers among others.  Passive 

damping systems respond in their free natural state without any mechanical activation or 

control as soon as the supporting structure starts to move.  Active damping systems on 

the other hand depend on mechanical or electrical systems to activate and respond to 

structure oscillations. A third category comprising of semi-active dampers is available 

(Yalla et al. 2000, Samanta et al. 2008, 2010). Semi-active dampers comprise of passive 

damping system monitored by a electro mechanical system which assumes control of the 
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passive damping system and optimizes damper behavior once a oscillation or vibration 

threshold has been reached.  Passive dampers require very little maintenance while 

Active and Semi-Active damping systems require frequent inspection and maintenance to 

ensure the functionality of their electro- mechanical systems. 

Passive dampers such as liquid dampers mitigate structure oscillation by dissipating 

absorbed vibration energy through the viscous action of the fluid sloshing motion in the 

tank, or fluid flow through orifices, screens, baffles or valves. Additionally, by utilizing 

shallow fluid depth, liquid dampers can also dissipate energy through wave breaking. 

This makes liquid dampers an attractive low cost alternative to the more expensive active 

and semi active systems. 

Liquid dampers have been used with success to control deflections of bridges, airport 

control towers, radio towers and offshore platforms due to wind (Astiz et al. 2005, 

Balendra et al. 1995, Jin et al. 2007, Kareem et al 1994, Fujii et al. 1990, Koh et al. 1994, 

Ali et al. 2007, Yamamoto et al. 1999, Tamura et al. 1995).  Studies of existing structures 

with tuned liquid dampers installed for damping wind induced vibrations show that 

oscillation reduction in the range of 3% to 17% can be achieved (Hongan et al 2006, 

Isyumov et al. 1995, Han et al. 2012, Robinson et al. 2007, Samali et al. 2004, Hasan et 

al. 2008) and even as high was 30% - 50% (Tamura et al. 1999).  On the other hand, 

liquid dampers in new buildings or in retrofitting of existing buildings have been limited 

to a few buildings in North America (Han et al 2012; Hasan 2008, Kadakia 2008, Murai 

et al. 1991), China (Hongnan et al 2006, Robinson et al 2007), Hong Kong (Tschanz et 

al. 1997), Australia (Kim 2005) and Japan (Kavand et al 2006, Tamura 1995, 1996).   
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2.2 Current Trends in Liquid Damper Research 

A significant amount research has been directed towards gaining a better understanding 

of the response of liquid dampers of various shapes and geometry to forced oscillations. 

Wu et al. (2002) studied the response characteristics of U shaped tuned liquid dampers 

subject to variations in fluid frequency, length of the damper horizontal conduit and 

variations of air pressure in the vertical legs of the damper. Kareem (1990) and Casiati et 

al. (2003), have studied the effectiveness of conical tuned liquid dampers in suppressing 

wind induced motions in structures while Casiati (2003A, 2003B) have studied the 

frustum-conical dampers. Their studies have concluded that conical shaped dampers 

provide advantages over rectangular liquid dampers, namely larger effective mass, a 

stringer adaptability of the fundamental frequency with increase in water depth and the 

possibility of using deformable materials which would allow the damper to have a semi-

actively changing geometry. Li et al. (2002) proposed a simplified model for analyzing 

shallow cylindrical liquid dampers and found them to be effective in suppressing wind 

induced motions in structures. Love et al. (2011) developed and validated numerical 

models of liquid dampers of arbitrary geometry for application in structures where space 

restrictions may prevent installation of dampers of simple geometries (rectangular, 

square, cylinder etc) and found them to be effective in suppressing structure oscillations. 

Current damping systems are uni-directional. However, where the structure is 

dynamically sensitive in both directions, supplemental damping will need to be installed 

in both directions. If there are space restrictions, independent damping in both directions 
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may not be feasible. Considering this, limited amount of research has been conducted in 

bi-directional liquid dampers comprising of bundled U shaped column dampers (Lee et 

al. 2011) and dampers designed to respond to translation and rotation (Pirner et al. 2007, 

Lu et al. 2004). Such damping systems are desirable in structures such as pedestrian foot 

bridges which are susceptible to both wind induced motions and motions from pedestrian 

movement.   

Semi-active damping systems comprising of liquid dampers combined with electro / 

mechanical systems or an isolation system are also the subject of ongoing liquid damper 

research.  Love et al. (2011) investigated and validated the effectiveness of liquid 

dampers combined with base isolation systems and found it to be an effective means of 

controlling wind induced vibrations in structures. In this type of a combined system, the 

base isolation system comprised of deformable bearings modulates the higher frequencies 

from wind or earthquake motions and the damper modulates lower frequency oscillations. 

This permits the damping system to respond to a wide frequency range. The deformation 

within the mass of the isolation systems provides the necessary means of frequency 

modulation. Research conducted by Yalla et al.( 2000a, 2003) show that tuned liquid 

dampers with electro-pneumatic valves to control fluid movement between the vertical 

columns can increase damping by 15% to 20% beyond that of a passive liquid damper. 

By controlling the valve orifice the damper response range can be increased. Semi-active 

damping systems can also comprise of liquid dampers connected to torsion springs 

(Samanta et al. 2008, 2010). Research shows that torsion springs increase the base 

acceleration of the damper and increases the water sloshing making the damper more 
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effective. Such dampers may be useful in situations where large damper geometry is 

required and the available placement area is small. 

Research has also focused on the performance of small liquid dampers arranged in arrays 

or stacked in locations where a single large damper may not be feasible (Fujino et al. 

1993, Koh et al. 1995, Li et al. 2004, Sadek et al. 2008).  Using multiple dampers 

distributed over an area permits one to achieve the desired level of damping over a small 

footprint or where space is a premium, to effectively utilize available free space; and 

secondly, by grouping dampers tuned to different frequencies, permit damping response 

over a frequency range. 

The effects of introducing interior baffles or screens and inside wall surface finish on the 

efficiency of the damper have been investigated by a number of researchers. Gardarsson 

et al. 2001, Olson et al. 2001 found that the sloshing force in sloped bottom liquid 

dampers were comparable to a damper with a box geometry even with the amount of 

fluid being less than half of that in the box shaped damper. Halabian et al. (2011) found 

that placement of screens increases the damping effects and at the same time reduces 

wave breaking. Ju et al (2004) investigated dampers with embossment consisting of 

protrusions on the end walls of the damper with wire screens and found that the presence 

of embossments were effective in suppressing vertical fluid motions. Investigation with 

design wind forces applied as white noise applied to tanks of different lengths and heights 

showed that with embossments alone an effective damping ratio of 1.5% to 3.25% could 

be achieved. 
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2.3 Application of Liquid Dampers in Tall buildings 

Liquid dampers offer cost and material advantages over active methods of supplemental 

damping in reducing structure motions. In spite of this, only a few buildings have been 

constructed with liquid dampers to reduce wind induced oscillations and fewer still have 

been retrofitted with liquid dampers to reduce wind induced motion. 

Considering the vast body of research data available that establish the effectiveness of 

liquid dampers in reducing structure motions, limited studies have been performed to 

establish the effectiveness of rectangular liquid dampers in suppressing seismic motions. 

Banerji et al, (2000, 2011), Banerji (2004), studied numerical models of single degree of 

freedom systems coupled with rectangular liquid dampers subject to several seismic data 

for various values of structure time periods and damping ratios. Based on the study 

appropriate design parameters were defined to for effective liquid damper design such as 

mass ratio, tuning ratio and ratio of water depth to damper length-depth ratio. Lee et al. 

(2007) developed a hybrid shaking table testing method for the evaluation of tuned liquid 

dampers for seismic applications. Compared with the conventional shaking table test for 

a one story steel frame, Lee et al. showed that the proposed hybrid shaking table test can 

be used to evaluate Tuned Liquid Dampers without the physical structural model.  

Kavand et al. (2006) studied the effectiveness of tuned liquid column dampers (TLCD) in 

suppressing seismic motions obtained from the 1989 Loma Preita earthquake and 16 

earthquake records from Iran applied to a model 10 story structure. They found that the 

effectiveness of the design TLCD was highly dependent on the soil characteristics. When 
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the predominant period of the soil is close to the fundamental period of the structure, the 

TLCD performance was significantly better than when this was not the case. However, 

they found that while the design TLCD was successful in suppressing up to 50% structure 

displacement in some cases, suppression of acceleration was found to be marginal. 

Therefore, seismic excitation parameters should be considered in designing TLCD for a 

structure. 

2.4 Conclusion 

The literature survey shows a vast body of research works on studying, investigating and 

evaluating the response of tuned liquid dampers and liquid column dampers through 

numerical modeling subject to wind induced motions. The survey also shows 

experimental studies conducted to validate the response of numerical liquid damper 

models. Some researchers have performed fluid-structure coupling studies to verify the 

accuracy of the numerical models of liquid dampers developed by them, in which the 

structure is modeled with single degree of freedom. The literature survey also noted a 

number of studies of coupling between a numerically modeled single degree of freedom 

systems and liquid dampers to identify the dependency of TLD response to such 

parameters as TLD to mass ratio, TLD frequency to structure frequency ratio etc for 

selected earthquakes. Additional numerical simulations of coupling to investigate TLD 

response to seismic oscillation attenuated by various types of soil in an effort to 

understand the effect of soil properties on the response characteristic of TLD have been 

also performed.   
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While the literature survey shows a vast body of research in the numerical modeling of 

TLDs for resisting wind induced oscillations, research into TLD response during seismic 

events is very limited. Currently, TLDs are not considered as a supplemental damping 

system for reducing earthquake motions in buildings due to lack of sufficient research 

even though TLDs have been used in a number of buildings to reduce wind induced 

oscillations.  

In order to gain better understanding of effectiveness of TLDs in reducing seismic 

oscillations of tall and dynamically sensitive buildings, there is a need to develop a 

computational tool based on the coupling of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and tall 

slender building structural analysis to provide an effective and inexpensive way to 

analyze the responses of the tall and dynamically sensitive buildings with TLDs subject 

to a design seismic event. Therefore, this dissertation will present a systematic study on 

the effectiveness of TLDs in reducing seismic oscillations of tall and dynamically 

sensitive buildings using the computational tool developed in this study, which will 

provide useful information for the future design of TLDs. 
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Chapter 3: Fluid-Structure Coupling Formulation 
 

3.1 Coupling Formulation 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of tuned liquid dampers for reducing harmful 

oscillations in tall building during seismic events, there is a need to develop a 

computational tool to account for the coupling of computational fluid dynamics and 

structural analysis to evaluate the effectiveness of TLDs as supplemental dampers. The 

proposed coupling formulation is outlined in Figure 3.1-1, which comprises of 

developing a structural code that can be used to numerically model and analyze a multi-

degree of freedom system and coupling it to a tuned liquid damper modeled and analyzed 

in a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code. For each earthquake acceleration data, the 

structural code will compute at specified time intervals, the story forces and the 

corresponding displacements. The story displacement will be used to compute the TLD 

sloshing force. The sloshing force and the story force will be used for re-computing the 

floor displacement. This process will be repeated for the duration of the seismic event, 

and the result will be a structure response profile that will give a measure of the 

effectiveness of the selected TLD. 

Structural analysis is performed by modeling the structure as a lumped mass model and 

using the mode superposition method to compute structure displacement response to 
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earthquake motions. Numerical modeling and computation of TLD response is performed 

using OpenFOAM, an open source computational fluid dynamic (CFD) software. 

Coupling is achieved by implementing system calls between the structural code and CFD 

code at run time.  

 

Figure 3.1-1: Coupling formulation. 

Create numerical model of tall and slender 

building 

Compute floor displacement using story force 

obtained from seismic acceleration data 

Select floor to support TLD 

Add sloshing force and story force and re-

compute floor displacement 

Analyze structure-TLD coupling results 

No  

Compute TLD sloshing force according to floor 

displacement 

Seismic 

acceleration data 

read complete? 

Yes  
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3.2 Structure Model Formulation 

A multi-storied building can be represented as a kinematic system of interconnected 

mass, springs and dashpots (Figure 3.2-1) and is modeled and analyzed as a lumped mass 

system. In the lumped mass model, the mass of each floor of the building provides the 

oscillatory force and building columns provide the lateral stiffness. The material 

composition of the building frame (beams, columns, floor slabs) provides the inherent 

damping. The structure model assumes all displacements are within the elastic range of 

the material; nonlinear analysis that takes material performance limits into account is not 

considered.  

The equation of motion of a structure with a TLD subject to earthquake motion can be 

written as follows:  

TLDt ffxKxCxM    ........................................................................................... (3.2.1) 

Where: 

M = story mass matrix 

C = damping matrix 

K = stiffness matrix 

tf  = story force due to earthquake 

TLDf = TLD sloshing force 

 

During an earthquake a structure coupled to a TLD will experience two forces acting on 

the structure. One is due to the story forces induced by the earthquake acceleration and 

the other is the TLD sloshing force generated by the fluid sloshing in the damper. The 
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resultant of the story and TLD sloshing force determines the structure displacement. 

 

Figure 3.2-1: Kinematic model and equivalent lumped mass model. 

 

In the lumped mass system, the floor mass is considered to be concentrated at the floor 

centroid, therefore the mass matrix is always diagonal. The stiffness and damping 

matrices however, are coupled and not diagonal since each floor is restrained by the 

stiffness of the columns above and below and damping is a function of the mass and 
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stiffness. Applying modal transformation to the equation of motion uncouples the system 

of equations and reduces it to a system of single degree of freedom equations that can be 

easily solved with commonly used numerical solvers, such as Newmark’s average 

acceleration method.  

3.3 Fluid Damper Model Formulation 

Fluid damper modeling and analysis is performed using OpenFOAM, an open source 

CFD software.  OpenFOAM as a minimum provides:    

1. Modeling options for generating 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional models of 

various shapes – primarily square, rectangular and cylindrical shapes; 

2. Mesh generation in two and three dimensions; 

3. Means and methods for transferring forces or motion to the generated model; 

4. Means and methods for extraction of pressure and other data from the model upon 

conclusion of the analysis. 

Modeling in OpenFOAM is done by inserting coordinates in a text file that is read by the 

solver at run time. The software is arranged in a particular order with solvers unique to a 

type of fluid problem.  OpenFOAM is set up to solve problems in 3D. However a 2D 

problem can be solved by omitting the coordinate in the third dimension, which then 

indicates to OpenFOAM that the problem is a 2D one.  

At coupling initiation, the selected TLD geometry is preset (Figure 3.3-1) in OpenFOAM 

and the TLD geometry and mesh is read by a system call to blockMesh in OpenFOAM 
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from the structure code. The parallel processing environment is then set by a system call 

to decomposePar, which distributes the mesh between the number of cores specified in 

decomposeDict.  

The current and the previous displacement of the floor on which the TLD is located 

computed by the structure code are updated with the corresponding being and end times 

times in controlDict file Figure 3.3-2 in OpenFOAM. The displacement data file from 

which OpenFOAM reads the beginning and end displacements are also updated (Figure 

3.3-3). Once the controlDict file and the displacement data file have been updated, the 

structure code issues a system call initiating the parallel processing run utilizing the 

InterDyMFoam solver. At the conclusion of this step, OpenFOAM creates a post 

processing folder with the latest time stamp that contains the sloshing force. This is read 

by the structure code and combined with the story force and the floor displacement is re-

computed.   

The seismic acceleration data used for analysis in this dissertation is recorded at 0.02 

second intervals. Consequently, the writeInterval variable in controlDict is set to 0.02 

seconds and writeControl variable is set to adjustableRunTime to force OpenFOAM to 

write the computed force from the damper at the end of the 0.02 second interval. The 

analysis time (“deltaT”) was set to 0.005.  

The post processing files containing the sloshing force are stored in folders labeled with 

the end time used for generating the data. So for example if the end time is 0.12 seconds 

in controldDict, the file containing the total force will also have the file name as 0.12.  

Forces computed at time 0.04 is shown in Figure 3.3-4 as an example. OpenFOAM does 
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not time stamp post processing folders in a consistent manner. For example, 0.02 would 

be represented by 0.0199, and 0.20 would be represented by 0.2. As a work around, a 

variation of ±0.01 was added to the begin and end times to the displacement data file.  

To locate and read the post processing file, additional coding was required to locate and 

read the correct post processing folders (Figure 3.3-5,6) which is also explained below.  

The code shown in the referenced figure first takes the start time issued by the structural 

code and multiplies it with 100 and then computes the modulus with respect to 10. So if 

for example if the start time is 0.18 or 1.8, then the modulus will be 8 or 18. Since both 

the moduli are greater than zero, the time stamp will be recognized as a valid name and 

stored in the sub_folder_name variable. The sub_folder_name variable will be used in the 

“open” statement (not shown) to open the folder and access the required data file. At each 

time step, after the analysis is complete, the force folders and files are accessed and the 

force data is read in this manner. 

Upon locating the correcting post processing folder, the sloshing force is read by the 

structure code and revised floor displacement is computed as explained previously.  
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Figure 3.3-1: Tank model in OpenFOAM. 
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write(fout_control_dict,*)"startFrom         latestTime;" 

write(fout_control_dict,196)"startTime",NewOpenFOAMstart_time,";" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"stopAt endTime;" 

write(fout_control_dict,196)"endTime",OpenFOAMend_time,";" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"deltaT 0.0005;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"writeControl    adjustableRunTime;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"writeInterval 0.02;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"purgeWrite 0;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"writeFormat     ascii;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"writePrecision 6;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"writeCompression compressed;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"timeFormat   general;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"timePrecision 7;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"runTimeModifiable no;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"adjustTimeStep  yes;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"maxCo 0.5;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"maxAlphaCo 0.5;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"maxDeltaT 1;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"functions" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"    wallPressure" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"   {" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"        type            surfaces;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)'        functionObjectLibs ("libsampling.so");' 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"        outputControl   outputTime;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"        surfaceFormat   raw;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"        fields ( alpha1" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"               p" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"         );" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)" interpolationScheme cell;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"        surfaces" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"        (" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"            leftwalls" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"            {" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"                type        patch;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"                patches     (leftWall);" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"  interpolate true;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"                triangulate false;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"            }" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"     rightwalls" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"            {" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"                type        patch;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"                patches     (rightWall);" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"  interpolate true;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"                triangulate false;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"            }" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"        );" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"    }" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"// read forces for left and right walls" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)" forces" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)" {" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)" type forces;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)' functionObjectLibs ("libforces.so");//Lib to load' 

write(fout_control_dict,*)" patches (leftWall rightWall);" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)" pName p;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)" UName U;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)" rhoName rhoInf;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)" rhoInf 1000.0;//Reference density for fluid" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)" nuInf 1e-06;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)" CofR (0 0 0);//Origin for moment calculations" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"//outputControl timeStep;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"outputControl outputTime;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"outputInterval 1;" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)" }" 

write(fout_control_dict,*)"} // end functions" 

Figure 3.3-2: Modification to controlDict dictionary file. 
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2 

( 

(15.97900 ((0.0000000 0.005980063819658 0.0000000000)(0.0000000000 0.0000000000 

0.0000000000))) 

(16.00100((0.0000000 -0.007885505608856 0.0000000000)(0.0000000000 0.0000000000 

0.0000000000))) 

) 

Figure 3.3-3: Start and end times and displacements written to bldg-disp.dat file. 

 

 

 
write(fout_dat,180) num_dat   ! write number of data to .dat file 

write(fout_dat,182)    ! insert starting parenthesis in OpenFOAM 

data file 

 

write(fout_dat,184)NewOpenFOAMstart_time-0.001, 

0.0,OpenFOAMstart_displacement,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0   

write(fout_dat,186)OpenFOAMend_time+0.001, 0.0, OpenFOAMend_displacement, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 

0.0    

write(fout_dat,188)    ! insert ending parenthesis in OpenFOAM data 

file 

close(fout_dat)    ! close file containing displacement data 

 Figure 3.3-4: Code for over writing displacement data file in OpenFOAM. 

 

 

 
# Time forces(pressure, viscous, porous) moment(pressure, viscous, porous) 

0.04((0 0.000302713 0),(3.98169e-16 9.41755e-13 -3.09854e-09),(0 0 0))(0.000207992 0 

0),(-1.97543e-08 1.19222e-15 7.12223e-15),(0 0 0)) 

Figure 3.3-5: Tank sloshing forces computed at time 0.04 seconds in OpenFOAM. 

 

 

 
sub_folder_name = NewOpenFOAMstart_time       

  

if (mod(nint(sub_folder_name * 100), 10).gt.0) then 

  

write(sub_folder_name_str, 162) sub_folder_name  

print *, "with 162 = ", sub_folder_name_str   

 

else if (mod(nint(sub_folder_name * 10), 10).gt.0) then  

 

write(sub_folder_name_str, 161) sub_folder_name  

print *, "with 161 = ", sub_folder_name_str   

else 

 

write(sub_folder_name_str, 160) nint(sub_folder_name)  

print *, "with 160 = ", sub_folder_name_str 

 

endif 

Figure 3.3-6: Code for generating correct time stamp name for locating and reading force 

files. 
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Chapter 4: Sloshing Modeling and Validation 
 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Sloshing in a liquid damper is a nonlinear free surface flow problem. Numerous 

numerical schemes have been developed to model and study free surface motion as 

would encountered in a sloshing phenomenon. Research in this area is an ongoing 

process as attempts are continually made to better model and analyze fluid sloshing 

phenomenon.  One of such codes that has been validated and is widely used is 

OpenFOAM. It is released by OpenCFD Ltd and can be distributed and modified freely 

under the GNU commons license. A brief description of OpenFOAM that is relevant to 

the dissertation is described below. Information and details not discussed herein can be 

found in the online OpenFOAM manual available at www.OpenFOAM.org 

4.2 OpenFOAM 

OpenFOAM (Field Operation And Manipulation) code is an object oriented open source 

library of applications written in C++ for solving continuum mechanical problems. 

OpenFOAM distribution contains a large number of precompiled solvers and utilities that 

cover a wide range of fluid dynamics problems. Pre- and post- processing environments 

are included in OpenFOAM. This ensures a seamless and consistent data handling during 

http://www.openfoam.org/
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program run.  The structure of OpenFOAM is shown in Figure 4.2-1.  

 

Figure 4.2-1: OpenFOAM structure (source OpenFOAM User Guide 2.2.0). 

 

Modeling in OpenFOAM is done by inserting coordinates in a text file that is parsed by 

the program at run time. The software is arranged in a particular order with solvers 

unique to a type of fluid problem. For example a sloshing problem can be solved using 

the interDyMFoam solver.  OpenFOAM is set up to solve problems in 3D. However a 2D 

problem can be solved by defining special boundary conditions. 

4.3 Problem Formulation and Solution in OpenFOAM 

Each application in OpenFOAM is presented as a case file folder with the necessary 

instruction and files to solve a particular problem in continuum mechanics. The case files 

are grouped under a specific “solver” that is utilized to compute the solution. Each case 

file runs in the environment of the solver and contains all the necessary data files and 

input files necessary to run and solve the particular problem the case represents. The case 

file can be run by executing an “allrun” file that sets up the environment and runs the 

solver either from the command line or by invoking a system call from another program. 
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In addition to the allrun file, the case directory also has an “allclean” file that can also be 

executed using a system call to remove the result files generated in the previous run and, 

depending on the case copy and save parameters that are essential to the running of the 

applications comprising the solvers.  

Liquid sloshing in the TLDs considered in this dissertation is modeled as a multiphase 

problem in OpenFOAM and solved using the interDyMFoam solver. InterDyMFoam 

uses a VOF (volume of fluid) phase-fraction based interface capturing approach, with 

optional mesh motion and mesh topology changes including adaptive re-meshing to solve 

the damper sloshing phenomenon.  

Parallel processing with multiple processors on a single computer was specified for 

computing the TLD response at each time step. Parallel processing over several 

computers can also be specified by the user. Solutions over multiple processors are 

invoked using the decompePar command at the command prompt, which invokes the 

dictionary file “decomposeParDict” that specifies the problem distribution to the multiple 

processors. For this dissertation, 4 processors were used.  

In OpenFOAM, dimensional units must be specified to ensure that the solution is 

consistent with the problem being solved. The units format is comprised of 7 scalars 

enclosed in square brackets in the same order as shown in Table 4.3-1 below. The 

number in the square brackets represents the power the unit has been raised to. So for 

example the numbers in the square bracket below represents length
2
 / time, where the 

second item in the table is length that has been raised to the power 2 and the third item in 

the table is time that has been raised to the power -1. The number outside of the square 
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bracket is the actual magnitude of the scalar. 

[0 2 -1 0 0 0 0] 1.0 

 

 

Table 4.3-1: List of scalars in OpenFOAM 

 

No. Property SI units USCS units 

1 Mass Kilogram (kg) Pound-mass (lbm) 

2 Length Meter (m) Foot (ft) 

3 Time Second (s) Second (s) 

4 Temperature Kelvin (K) Degree Rankine (°R) 

5 Quantity Kilogram-mole (kgmol) Pound-mole (lbmol) 

6 Current Ampere (A) Ampere (A) 

7 Luminous intensity Candela (cd) Candela (cd) 

 

 

 

Physical properties of fluids are specified with their physical dimensions. An example of 

the representation of kinematic viscosity and density of water in the trasportProperties 

file is shown in Figure 4.3-1. 

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * // 

// Phase1 is water; phase2 is air. Values for Standard Temperature and pressure 

(0 deg C, 14.69 psi 

// or 101.325 kPa, ) in accordance with NIST 

// 

phase1 

{ 

    transportModel  Newtonian; 

    nu              nu [ 0 2 -1 0 0 0 0 ] 1e-06; 

    rho             rho [ 1 -3 0 0 0 0 0 ] 998.2; 

} 

Figure 4.3-1: transportProperties example in OpenFOAM. 

 

The mesh is specified in the dictionary file blockMeshDict as the number of cells in each 

direction. By default OpenFOAM defines a mesh comprising of arbitrary polyhedral cells 
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in 3 dimensions and bounded by arbitrary polygonal faces. More detailed discussion of 

defining cells and constraints can be found in the OpenFOAM User Guide. 

The model geometry is defined with coordinates called vertices. The specified vertices 

are grouped together to create boundaries called patches, with names such as leftwall, 

rightwall, front, back  etc. Each patch is given a specific boundary condition such as 

“movingWall”, “empty” etc, depending on its function on the model. Processing or 

sampling can be focused on a particular patch or all the patches as desired during solver 

runtime or sampled at the conclusion of the run.  

The controlDict dictionary file permits incremental analysis of a sloshing problem by 

allowing the overwriting of various analysis commands during program run. This is very 

useful for running OpenFOAM in a coupled mode with another program. Various 

libraries can be called in controlDict to sample the force and pressures at each boundary 

of interest in at each time interval for reading by the program to which OpenFOAM is 

coupled to.  More information on sampleDict can be found in the OpenFOAM users 

guide.  Graphical viewing of data in OpenFOAM is provided by a reader module to run 

with ParaView, an open-source, visualization application.  ParaView is run using the 

paraFoam script called from the command line in the directory for each case. ParaFoam 

pipes the data generated during the case run to ParaView. It should be noted that 

paraView cannot display data in real time. Additional discussion on the use of ParaView 

can be found in the OpenFOAM User Guide. 
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4.4 Validation of OpenFOAM Sloshing Case with Experimental Data 

Experimental results of sloshing cases reported by Cao et al. (2010) was used to validate 

the results of sloshing cases modeled in OpenFOAM. The experiment consisted of 

laboratory simulation of a tank with three variations in water depth and oscillation. 

Probes were installed in the tank to record the wave heights, lateral forces and pressures 

during the experimental run for each case. Figure 4.4.-1 shows the particulars about the 

tank that was used in the experimental and numerical studies. The location and 

designation of the pressure probe (P6) and probes for recording wave elevations (W1, 

W2, W3) are also shown. Wave probes WP1 and WP3 were placed at the left and right 

walls respectively. 

The tank was modeled in OpenFOAM by inputting the coordinates of the vertices using 

blockMeshDict. The axis origin was placed at the fluid air interface, and centered about 

the plan layout of the tank. The coordinates of the vertices were recorded in 

blockMeshDict from the axis origin. The tank modeled in OpenFOAM had three line 

probes for capturing wave elevation. However, only one pressure probe was specified. 

OpenFOAM sample utility was used to capture the pressure and wave elevation at the left 

and right wall of the tank. The wave elevation probes WP1 and WP3 were modeled as 

line probes and placed at x/L=0 and x/L=0.49 respectively; pressure probe P6 was placed 

at the right wall 0.1m above the tank floor. The left and right end of the tank were 

specified as patches and the front and back walls parallel to the Y-Z plane were specified 

as empty to indicate to OpenFOAM that this problem was to be solved as a 2D problem.   
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Figure 4.4-2: Tank model used in experiment and OpenFOAM. 

 

 

The governing equations for incompressible flow are as follows: 
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)(  ........................................................ 4.4-1 

0 V  ............................................................................................................................................................ 4.4-2 

Where   is the density, V is the velocity vector, p  is the pressure,  is the viscosity, g is 

the gravity vector, Fs is the surface tension force which occurs at the free surface. The 

surface tension force is neglected for the liquid damper model. The present sloshing 
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problem is modeled as a two phase problem with water in the tank with depth of –z and 

air above. The physical properties of the fluid are calculated as the weighted averages of 

the fraction of water and air in the volume of each cell as follows: 

21
)1(    ......................................................................................................................................... 4.4-3 

21
)1(   ...................................................................................................................................... 4.4-4 

In the above equations, 
1
  and 

2
  are the densities of water and air respectively; 

1
  and 

2
  the viscosities of the water and air, respectively, and  is the volume fraction function 

for the fluids defined as follows: 






airbyoccupiedvolume

waterbyoccupiedvolume

0

1
     ............................................................................................... 4.4-5   

 =0.5 represents the interface or water and air. The volume fraction is transported by the 

velocity field and satisfies the following equation, 

0)( 



V



t
     ..................................................................................................................................... 4.4-6                                        

 

The sloshing cases with the tank parameters and fluid depth are shown in Table 4.4-1.  In 

run no. 2013, the oscillation frequency is much larger than the sloshing natural frequency. 

For run numbers 3041 and 4032, the oscillation frequencies were close to the 

corresponding sloshing natural frequencies. The length of the tank denoted as L is 1m, the 

fluid height denoted as h is varied for each run and defined in the table.  
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The tank motion is specified as: 

)
2

sin()(
T

t
tAf


....................................................................................... 4.8-8 

where the amplitude A and the period T are defined in Table 4.4-1 for each run and,   

corresponds to the excitation frequency, and f(t) is a ramp function developed to 

synchronize the numerical simulation with the experiment. 

Table 4.4-1 Simulation test cases. Cao et. al. 

run# h/L 

1


 

T(secs) A/L Duration (secs) 

2013 0.400 1.200 1.0231 0.0145 300 

3041 0.337 0.985 1.2971 0.0040 300 

4032 0.173 0.970 1.6576 0.0100 300 

 

In Table 4.4-1, the fundamental sloshing frequency 1  is defined as: 
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 ........................................................................(4.4-9) 

 

and the time period T is defined as: 
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 .................................................................(4.4-10) 

For run #2013, the ramp function has the following form: 

Tt

Ttetf
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 ...................................................................(4.4-11) 

For run #4032, the ramp function has the following form: 
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 ...................................................................(4.4-12) 
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For the OpenFOAM simulation, the tank displacement was read from a file of discrete 

data points obtained from Equation (4.8-8). The controlDict file was set to capture the 

total forces at each 0.05 sec interval. The simulation was run for approximately 40 

seconds. For run number 2013, a mesh size of 600x100 (rows x columns) was used, and 

for run numbers 3041 and 4032, a mesh size was set to 500x100. 

4.5 Discussion of Results from Sloshing Tank Simulation 

The input sinusoidal displacements for each run are shown in Figure 4.5-1. For run 

#2013, Figures 4.5-2 and 4.5-3 show the comparisons of wave heights at line probes WP3 

and WP1, respectively, obtained from experimental results and OpenFOAM. The 

comparison of the dynamic pressure at pressure probe P6, obtained from experimental 

data and OpenFOAM for run #2013 is shown in Figure 4.5-4. For run #3041 and run 

#4032, only one wave probe (W3) experimental data is available. Figures 4.5-5 and 4.5-6 

show the comparisons of wave elevation recorded at line probe WP3 and dynamic 

pressure recorded at pressure probe P6, respectively, from experimental data and 

OpenFOAM. Wave height comparison between experimental results and OpenFOAM 

and at line probe WP3 for run#4032 is shown in Figure 4.5-7. The comparison of 

dynamic pressure recorded at pressure probe P6 for run #4032 is shown in Figure 4.5-8. 

For run #2013, the input oscillation frequency is not near the natural sloshing frequency, 

nonlinear sloshing behavior is not expected and excellent agreement between 

experimental results and OpenFOAM is observed. Pressure data from experiment exhibit 

higher frequency components which are not observed in the OpenFOAM. This may be 
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due to the mesh size and the size of the time interval for recording the dynamic pressure. 

For run #3041 the oscillation frequency is close to the natural frequency, and as a result 

larger waves are generated; however after a period of initial instability, the sloshing 

appears to stabilize. In run #4032, the water depth is very shallow nonlinear effects 

affecting the wave and pressure profile can be expected. Nevertheless the results from 

OpenFOAM for run #4032 agree well with experiment.  

 
 

 

 

Figure 4.5-1: Input sinusoidal displacement for three runs  

2013 (top), 3041(middle) and 4032(bottom). 
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Figure 4.5-2: Wave elevation at WP3 from experiment and OpenFOAM (run #2013). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5-3: Wave elevation at WP1 from experiment and OpenFOAM (run #2013). 
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Figure 4.5-4: Dynamic pressure at P6, from experiment and OpenFOAM (run #2013). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5-5: Wave elevation at WP3 from Experiment and OpenFOAM (run #3041). 
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Figure 4.5-6: Dynamic pressure at P6, from Experiment and OpenFOAM (run #3041). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5-7: Wave elevation at WP3 from Experiment and OpenFOAM (run #4032). 
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Figure 4.5-8: Dynamic pressure at P6, from Experiment and OpenFOAM (run #4032). 

 

 

4.6 Sloshing Modeling for Nonharmonic Motions 

Seismic displacement data from the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake was applied to the tank 

in Figure 4.4-1. The mesh size (600x100) and water depth (0.4m) for the tank was kept 

the same as run # 2013 described previously. 

Figures 4.6-1 and 4.6-2 show the seismic displacement data input and the resulting 

sloshing force respectively. The earthquake displacement is non-harmonic. Initially the 

ground displacements are small but reach large amplitudes between 10 to 13 seconds into 

the earthquake. After 15 seconds, the peak displacements subside and displacement 
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amplitudes appear to be uniform, varying between -0.02m and + 0.02m for the remainder 

of the earthquake event.  The sloshing force shows an initial non-harmonic magnitude but 

reaches a peak at about the same time as the occurrence of the peak displacements. Once 

the peak displacements subside, the water continues to slosh in a dominant mode giving 

rise to uniform force displacements.  

 

 

Figure 4.6-1: Loma Prieta earthquake displacement data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6-2: Sloshing response of tank subject to Loma Prieta earthquake displacement. 
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4.7 Convergence Study 

A convergence study to determine the minimum mesh size required to achieve 

convergence was performed by directly applying structure oscillations from the El Centro 

earthquake (one of the earthquakes included in the parametric study) to a TLD of length 

14m and fluid depth of 3m with mesh sizes of 25x25, 50x50 and 100x100 elements 

(Figure 4.7-1). To better illustrate any differences, the sloshing force for the first 20 

seconds of the earthquake data is shown for each case. A comparison of the output shows 

no significant variations in the sloshing force during peak displacements, but once the 

peak displacements diminish, small differences can be observed.  

To determine whether these variations will have any effect on the coupling results, three 

coupled cases were run for the El Centro earthquake data for the same TLD and three 

mesh sizes defined in Table 4.7-1. The structure response for each mesh size is shown in 

Figure 4.7-2. Comparing the results of the coupling study, no significant change in 

structure displacement was observed. Therefore a mesh size of 50x50 was considered to 

be sufficient. 

Table 4.7-1: Mesh size and computation time 

 

Mesh Size Analysis Time 

(seconds) 
50x50 5400 

100x100 5400 
200x200 14460 
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Figure 4.7-1: Sloshing force variation with mesh size. 
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Figure 4.7-2: Structure response for El Centro earthquake with varying TLD mesh size. 
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4.8 Conclusion 

Numerical simulations of sloshing experiments were carried out to validate OpenFOAM 

as a reliable tool for simulating liquid sloshing in a tank. The results of the numerical 

simulation show good agreement with experimental data.  Additional simulation of water 

sloshing in a tank subject to non-harmonic oscillations of the ground motions of a 

selected earthquake was also performed in OpenFOAM and the sloshing force on the end 

walls of the tank was recorded. The earthquake ground motion had a number of large 

peaks followed by much smaller peaks of varying periods. The results of the simulation 

correctly showed an initial increase in sloshing force at peak displacements followed by 

uniform sloshing force due to fluid sloshing in one of the dominant modes.  

To determine the minimum mesh size for sloshing simulations, a convergence study was 

performed by directly applying structure displacements due to a selected earthquake to a 

tank with different mesh sizes.  Based on the results of the convergence study, a 50x50 

mesh size was considered adequate. A structure-TLD coupling was also run with the 

same tank functioning as a TLD with different mesh sizes. The results of the coupling did 

not show any significant difference in structure response with different mesh sizes. 
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Chapter 5: Structure Modeling and Validation 
 

 

5.1 Lumped Mass Modeling of Structures 

A multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) system subject to an external time varying excitation 

can be represented as: 

)(tpkuucum    ............................................................................................... (5.1.1) 

 

where: 
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is the modal mass matrix of the system; 

 

   kmc    is the damping matrix of the system in which  ,  are real scalars; 
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is the modal stiffness matrix of the system; and  )(tp  is the time varying external force 

applied to the system. 

 

The damping coefficients  and  are determined as follows: 
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   ............................................................................. (5.1.2) 

 

where ji  ,  are the natural frequencies of the system for modes i and j (usually the first 

and second mode) and are obtained through modal analysis. Damping ratios ji  , are 

based on experimental data, usually 3%-5%. For this dissertation, damping is assumed to 

be 5%.  The equations of motion of a damped structure are coupled through the stiffness 

and damping matrix and must be uncoupled in order to solve for uuu ,, .  

5.2 Determination of Structure Vibration Properties 

Free vibration of an undamped multi-degree of freedom (MDF) system is expressed as 

follows: 

0 kuum   ............................................................................................................. (5.2.1) 

 

The displacement is a function of the mode shape and the modal displacement: 

nn
tqtu )()(  ............................................................................................................. (5.2.2) 
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where: 

n
q  is a scalar multiplier called the modal coordinate for the associated displacement )(tu  

n
  is the n

th 
mode shape for the system. 

The variation of nq over time can be described as follows: 

tBtAq
nnnnn

 sincos  ..................................................................................... (5.2.3) 

where nA and nB  are the constants of integration to be determined from the initial 

conditions 0,0,0  uuu  , since the structure is at rest before initiation of forced 

oscillations; n is the natural circular frequency of vibration. It is related to the natural 

period of vibration nT and the natural cyclic frequency of vibration nf  as follows: 

nn

n
f

T


21
  ............................................................................................................ (5.2.4) 

Incorporating  nq  into equation 5.2.2, the following is obtained: 

nnnnn
tBtAtu  )sincos()(   ........................................................................... (5.2.5) 

Substituting nu  into 5.2.1 gives: 

  0)sincos(2  tBtAkm
nnnnnn

  ...................................................... (5.2.6) 

 

Setting the second term as zero is a trivial solution and implies there is no motion in the 

system. The non-trivial solution is the eigenvalue problem for a undamped structure 

undergoing free vibration: 

  02 
n

mk   ....................................................................................................... (5.2.7) 

 

or 
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  0det 2  mk   ...................................................................................................... (5.2.8) 

 

Solution of equation 5.2.8 has N real positive definite roots in 2

n  (also known as the 

eigenvalue of the system), the square roots of which give the frequencies of the system. 

The stiffness and the mass matrices are positive definite in all cases since the building is 

not allowed to have rigid body motion. Once n is known, the corresponding eigenvector 

or mode shape n can be obtained. The lowest frequency is called the fundamental 

frequency of the system and the corresponding set of eigenvectors is called the 

fundamental mode shape. Eigenvectors possess orthonormal properties which can be 

used to uncouple the mass and stiffness properties of a structure as shown below:  

ImT  M  ......................................................................................................... (5.2.9) 

Where M is the mass matrix and I is the identity matrix, and 

2  kK T
 ...................................................................................................... (5.2.10) 

Where: 

K is the stiffness matrix; 
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2
 is the frequency matrix for the system. 

The same method can be applied to uncouple classical damping: 
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 cC T ................................................................................................................. (5.2.11) 

Uncoupling the mass, stiffness and damping matrix of a N degree of freedom system in 

this manner yields N independent second order differential equations of the form which 

can be solved using well-known numerical methods such as Newmark’s linear 

acceleration or the average acceleration method. 

Once the modal coordinates )(tqn  have been determined, the modal displacement for the 

n-th degree of freedom for the n-th mode is: 

)()( tqtu
nnn

  ........................................................................................................ (5.2.12) 

Summation of all the modal components gives the total displacement for the n-th degree 

of freedom: 

 
 


N

n

N

n

nnn
tqtutu

1 1

)()()(   ................................................................................. (5.2.13) 

5.3 Resonance in Structures with Damping 

The following equation describes a system with damping undergoing forced oscillation: 

)(Pm
n

tukucu
nn
   ........................................................................................... (5.3.1) 

For building structures the initial conditions are: 

0 uuu   ............................................................................................................. (5.3.2) 

The solution of equation 5.3.1 is 
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  tDtCtBtAt
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  ................................ (5.3.3) 

where 
21  

nD
. The first two terms with coefficients A and B comprise the 

complimentary solution and the third and fourth terms comprise the particular solution.  

The particular solution coefficients for all cases are: 
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The complimentary solution coefficients at resonance n  are: 

212
;

2  
 stst u

B
u

A  ............................................................................................... (5.3.5) 

where 
k

p
ust

2

0  is the static deformation of the structure and   is the damping ratio.  

In equation 5.3.3, the complimentary solution is the transient vibration since the 

contribution of the term is limited by the decaying exponential term and the particular 

solution is the steady state vibration. A structure subject to harmonic vibration will 

initially exhibit erratic displacements and acceleration due to the combination of the 

transient vibration and the steady state vibration. However after a long period of time, as 

the transient vibration diminishes, the steady state vibration will remain. At resonance, 

coefficients 0C and 
 22

0 stu

k

p
D  . Equation 5.3.3 then becomes: 
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Or, 
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Equation 5.3.7. indicates that a damped structure subject to resonant vibration will have a 

transient and steady state vibration. The transient vibration will decay leaving the steady 

state term tncos as the dominant vibration and the amplitude will be modulated by the 

static deformation and damping ratio. 

Theoretically, the structure can continue to vibrate in steady under resonance condition 

for as long as the oscillation is present. In reality however, this is not the case, since in 

concrete structures, the failure will be catastrophic as concrete is brittle and in steel 

structures, the ductility of steel will permit several cycles before material fatigue and 

deformations occur causing structural failure. Subjecting the numerical model of a 

structure to oscillations close to or at the fundamental frequency can be used to validate 

the numerical model and analysis code since if the code is correct, results will show 

resonance. 

5.4 Computation of Story Forces 

The total displacement of a building subject to ground motion at time t, shown in Figure 

5.4-1, can be expressed as follows: 
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)()()( tututu gi

t

i   .................................................................................................... (5.4.1) 

where: 

t

iu  is the total displacement of mass m2 due to ground motion at time t 

iu is the relative displacement of mass m2 due to ground motion at time t 

gu is the translation of the structure due to ground motion 

 

Figure 5.4-1: Structure translation due to ground motion. 

 

During earthquake motions, relative motions between the masses occur due to inertial 

forces that are resisted by the column stiffness and structure inherent damping.  Therefore 

structure subject to earthquake motions can be represented as follow: 

g
tumkuucum    ................................................................................................. (5.4.2) 
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where t

gum  is the inertia force or “story force” acting on each mass and t

gu is the 

earthquake ground acceleration at time t. For this dissertation, only relative structure 

motion is considered, since the reduction in displacement of the structure floors due to 

liquid dampers is of interest in the parametric study. 

5.5 Validation of Numerical Structural Model 

Selected examples from engineering text books were used to validate the structural code. 

The validation comprised of comparing the structure response to forced oscillation 

computed by the structure code with the response data from the referenced examples. To 

further ensure the veracity of the code, the structure response at or near resonance was 

also examined.  The validation cases are described in the following sections. 

5.5.1 Step force applied to a 5 DOF lumped mass system 

The first validation is made using an example of a chimney modeled as a cantilever beam 

with lumped masses along its length (Example 15.1, Dynamics of Structures, Theory and 

Applications to Earthquake Engineering, 3
rd

 Edition, Anil K. Chopra). The chimney is 

modeled as a lumped mass system with no damping, which is shown in Figure 5.5.1-1. A 

set force in the amount of 1000 kips is applied to the top of the chimney at time t=0. The 

mass of the lumped masses are m=208.6 kip-sec
2 

/ ft. The top mass is 104.3 kip-sec
2 

/ ft. 

The product of Modulus of Elasticity (E) and the moment of inertia (I) is given as 

EI=5.469X10
10

. The displacement for each degree of freedom is to be determined for the 
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first two modes. The displacement of the top mass due to the step force matches that 

shown in the verification example. 

 
 

Figure 5.5.1-1: 5 DOF Lumped mass model of chimney, validation problem 1. 

 

 

The mass matrix for the problem is: 
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The stiffness matrix for the problem modeled as a beam element is: 
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where ftkip
h

EI
/1649.3
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10469.5

3

10
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 .  

  

Since the total applied force was 1000 kips and the top lumped mass was 104.3 kips, the 

acceleration was: 

2sec/587727709.9
3.104

1000
ft  

 

Based on the foregoing, the acceleration matrix was set up as a 5x16 matrix for 8 seconds 

with 0.1 second interval. 
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587727.9587727.9587727.9

587727.9587727.9587727.9587727.9

587727.9587727.9587727.9587727.9587727.9

587727.9587727.9587727.9587727.9587727.9

symmetric

 

 

Newmark’s Linear Acceleration method was used to compute the structure response and 

the solution was carried out for the first two modes of the structure for two complete 

cycles. The computed displacement compares well with the reference example, as shown 
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in Figure 5.5.1-2. The peak displacement from reference data is 2.5812 ft and the 

computed displacement is 2.5 ft. indicating a discrepancy of 0.0812 ft. This difference 

can be attributed to the fact that the displacements were computed using discrete 

equations in the example and not a numerical method. It is possible therefore that round 

off errors and insufficient significant digits contributed to the difference. 

 

 

Figure 5.5.1-2: 5 DOF System: Deflection curve of top mass for chimney lumped mass 

model. 
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5.5.2 Pulse sine force applied to a 1 DOF lumped mass system: 

The second validation is made using a single degree of freedom system with damping 

that is subject to a sine pulse as shown in Figure 5.5.2-1 (Example 5.4, Dynamics of 

Structures, Theory and Applications to Earthquake Engineering, 3
rd

 Edition, Anil K. 

Chopra). The particulars of the system are as follows: 

sTmc
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Figure 5.5.2-1: Single degree of freedom system and applied half sine wave pulse. 
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The half-sine pulse applied to the structure is: 








6.0
sin10

t
. Using piecewise linear 

interpolation, the forces in kips at equal time intervals are: 5.0, 8.6602, 10.0, 8.6602, and 

5.0. The interpolation is run for 10 seconds using the linear acceleration method.  Figure 

5.5.2-2 shows good agreement between the computed and reference displacements. Even 

though the data in the referenced example has been computed for 1 second only, it is 

sufficient for establishing the initial response pattern. The computed response shows that 

the response diminishes over time due to the presence of damping. The offset between 

the referenced and computed displacement is due to the different starting times. The 

model was also subject to frequencies close to the fundamental frequency to verify 

whether the structure code correctly computed resonance response. The results presented 

in Figure 5.5.2-3 correctly show onset of resonance as the applied frequency gets closer 

to the resonant frequency and decreases in resonance as the applied frequency moves 

away from the fundamental frequency.  

 

Figure 5.5.2-2: Plot of displacement for sine wave half pulse over a longer period. 
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Figure 5.5.2-3: Resonance displacement (from top to bottom): 
nnn

 05.1,0.1,9.0 . 
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5.5.3 Sudden force applied to a 2 DOF lumped mass system 

The third validation is made using a two degree of freedom system (2DOF) with damping 

that is subject to a sudden force as shown in Figure 5.5.3-1 (Example 13.8, Dynamics of 

Structures,1st Edition, Jag Mohan Humar). The particulars about the system are defined 

as: 

sec
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The mass and stiffness matrices for the system are as follows: 
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;
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02
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The displacement of the top mass is computed using the linear acceleration method and 

plotted against the displacement computed in the referenced example in Figure 5.5.3-2. 

The results show good agreement between the two. The offset is due to the different 

starting times. The reference data was limited to less than one cycle only. However, since 

system is undamped and the force is constant, the response is cyclical as shown. Figure 

5.5.3-3 shows structure resonance response when the input frequency is close to, same as 

and away from the fundamental frequency. This verifies the ability of the structural code 
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to correctly capture resonance in the structure. 

 

 

Figure 5.5.3-1: Definition sketch of 2DOF system and applied pulse force. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5.3-2: Displacement of the top mass for the 2DOF system 

m = 2

k = 64

k = 32

m = 1
p = 100
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Figure 5.5.3-3: Figures from top to bottom: Displacement of top mass for frequency 

ratios of nnnn  10.1,0.1,95.0,80.0  respectively. 
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5.5.4 Sinusoidal frequency applied to a 6 DOF lumped mass system 

A six degree of freedom (6DOF) lumped mass model is subject to frequencies close to 

and at the resonant frequency of the model (Kawahara et al., 1999). The model is shown 

in Figure 5.5.4-1. The structure response is computed with and without damping. For the 

damped case, the damping is assumed to be classical and 5%. The mass and stiffness 

matrices for the structure are:  
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The damping matrix and coefficients are defined as follows: 

ijijij kmc    ......................................................................................................... (5.5.4.1) 

 

1

2

1 2  h  ....................................................................................................... (5.5.4.2) 

 

2

2

2 2  h  ...................................................................................................... (5.5.4.3) 
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Figure 5.5.4-1: 6 DOF System. 
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The frequencies of the system are:



























652.61

172.40

842.29

925.20

037.8

757.2

  

Using the first two frequencies of the system, equations 5.5.4.2 and 5.5.4.3 are used to 

compute the damping coefficients:  

00926.0;20526.0    

 

The system of equations was uncoupled using modal analysis and the following 

sinusoidal oscillation was applied: 

 

 tA sin  .................................................................................................................. (5.7.4.4) 

 

where: 

 

 

secs60.......1.0

1.1,0.1,95.0,90.0,8.0

sec/001.0 2







t

ii

mA

n
  

 

Each iteration was run for 600 time steps, generating 60 seconds of data for the 

undamped and damped cases. The resonance response for the undamped and damped 

cases are shown in Figures 5.5.4-2 and 5.5.4-3 respectively. When compared with the 

validation cases run for other systems the response of this lumped mass model is similar.  
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Figure 5.5.4-2: Figures from top to bottom: undamped displacement of top mass for 

frequency ratios of nnnn  10.1,0.1,95.0,80.0  respectively. 
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Figure 5.5.4-3: Figures from top to bottom: damped displacement of top mass for 

frequency ratios of nnnn  10.1,0.1,95.0,80.0  respectively. 
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5.6 Conclusion: 

Lumped mass systems from selected examples in published text books were numerically 

modeled in the structure code developed for the parametric study and subject to the same 

forces applied in the referenced examples. The displacements computed from the analysis 

were found to be in agreement with the displacements provided in the referenced 

examples.  To further verify the structure code, frequencies that are close to, at and 

beyond the resonance frequency of each model were applied to the model and the 

structure displacements were computed. The results from the structural code exhibit onset 

of resonance when the input frequency is close to the resonance frequency and resonance 

when the input frequency is the same as the resonance frequency. For frequencies beyond 

the resonance frequency, the structural displacements correctly show smaller 

displacements.
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Chapter 6: Parametric Study  
 

 

6.1 Introduction 

A parametric study is performed on a slender and dynamically sensitive structure subject 

to the seismic acceleration data of two significant earthquakes to identify parameters that 

may be essential in evaluating and designing liquid dampers for suppressing harmful 

oscillations in tall and dynamically sensitive structures. Structure oscillations cause the 

liquid in the damper to slosh, generating a sloshing force. If a large sloshing force can 

reduce the total force acting on the structure, it can then reduce structure displacement.  

Studies by Banerji et al (2000) and Raok (2013) demonstrate the effectiveness of TLDs in 

reducing the response of single degree of freedom systems subject to seismic events. 

Mondal et al. (2014) used a scaled model supporting a small plexi-glass liquid damper to 

demonstrate that the sloshing force generated in a TLD can reduce the response of a 

structure subject to forced oscillations. The limited scope and results of the referenced 

studies cannot be extrapolated to multi-degree of freedom systems (MDOF) since 

structure vibration properties and response cannot be scaled. A MDOF system will 

oscillate in a combination of its dominant modes, which is different from an SDOF 

system that will oscillate in a single mode. Additionally, several frequencies of vibration 

of an MDOF system may coincide with or be close to frequencies in the seismic 

acceleration data, giving rise to several harmful oscillations. In order to understand the 
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effectiveness of TLDs in suppressing MDOF response to seismic oscillations, a coupling 

model for a MDOF system and TLD described in previous chapters, will be used to 

perform the parametric studies. 

6.2 Description of the Structural Model 

The structure model used in the parametric study incorporates several structural features 

common to the commercial tower type buildings seen today in many urban areas. 

Typically, tower type buildings utilize a single concrete core having a box beam section 

that is continuous from the foundation level to the roof level. The box beam walls provide 

lateral stiffness and the uninterrupted cavity provides a convenient location for elevator 

banks, mechanical chase etc. Such a structure can be modeled using lumped mass method. 

The definition sketch of the lumped mass structure model is shown in Figure 6.2-1. Since 

the structure experiences more bending at the base from earthquake and wind loads than 

at the top, the core cross section is largest at the base, and is decreased above a certain 

number of floors due to lower seismic and wind loads. Reducing the core cross section 

also results in labor and material cost savings as well as increased floor space. The first 

few floors of buildings of this type usually have smaller floor dimensions that do not 

extend the entire length or width of the building in order to provide large open spaces and 

high ceilings to accommodate atriums, meeting spaces, lounges and retail areas. The 

difference in floor size and core dimensions results in varying floor mass and core 

stiffness as one moves vertically up the structure. A tall building with a typical concrete 

core is shown in Figure 6.2-2. 
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The floor slabs for these types of structures radiate out from the core and are supported 

by steel floor beams extending from the core face to steel perimeter columns, which are 

described in Figures 6.2-3 and 6.2-4. The perimeter columns span vertically between 

floors and are connected to the columns above and below with bolted and welded 

connections. The beams and columns are designed for gravity loads only and do not offer 

any lateral stiffness.  

The structure code developed in this study was used to model a 298m tall tower type 

structure with 58 floors using the lumped mass model that incorporated varying floor 

mass and stiffness described in Table 6.2-1. Specifically, the first 8 floors have the same 

length but half the width of the upper floor. The resulting annular space is part of the 

atrium area, with the atrium ceiling being the underside of the 8
th

 floor slab. Derivation of 

the stiffness and floor mass is provided in the appendix.  For tall buildings, typical 

allowable structure drift limits range between H/500 and H/700, where H is the structure 

height.  In this study drift limit of H/700 is used. Therefore the drift limit for this 

structure is 0.43m. 

Table 6.2-1 Structure Properties 

Description Mass / Stiffness Floor Use 

Floor Mass, Floors 1 - 8 0.29937e6 kg Atrium / Retail 

Floor Mass, Floors 9 - 58 0.59874e6 kg Office / Residential 

Core Stiffness  Floors 1 - 43  0.19517e10 kg/m  

Core Stiffness Floors 44 - 58 0.13997e10 kg/m  

Floor to Floor height (1 - 43) 4.57 m  

Floor to Floor height ( 44 - 58) 5.18 m  

Structure 1
st
 four modes (Hz) w1=0.1967; w2=0.6984; w3=1.1695; w4=1.6794 
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Figure 6.2-1: Definition sketch of lumped mass structure model. 
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Figure 6.2-2: Typical concrete core (Robert Maule / phillyskyline.com; used with 

permission). 
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Figure 6.2-3: Typical Floor Framing (Robert Maule / phillyskyline.com; used with 

permission). 

 

 

Figure 6.2-4: Typical floor slab support framing. 
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6.3 Preliminary Study of Structure Response without TLDs 

A preliminary study to determine the peak displacement of the top floor (floor 58) of the 

building subject to six major earthquakes described in Figures 6.3-1 and 6.3-2 was 

performed with 5% inherent damping and without coupling to a liquid damper.  All the 

earthquakes occurred in the state of California and have magnitudes ranging between 6 

and 7 in the Moment Magnitude Scale. Each earthquake exhibits large accelerations with 

durations from 20 seconds to 50 seconds. The El Centro earthquake acceleration had the 

longest duration of the six earthquakes and a peak acceleration of over 2m/sec
2
. The San 

Fernando earthquake acceleration duration was short, but exhibited very high peak 

acceleration of over 10 m/sec
2
.  

The results of the preliminary study presented in Table 6.3-1 show that the lowest 

deflections occur during the El Centro and the South Napa earthquakes and the highest 

displacements occur for the San Fernando and the Northridge earthquakes. Using a drift 

limit of H/700, the drift limit for this structure is 0.43m. Based on this, all displacements 

exceed the allowable drift limit.  

In order to better understand the earthquake data, Fourier analysis was performed for the 

acceleration data for each earthquake. Figures 6.3-3 and 6.3-4 show the results of Fourier 

analysis, in which the first four vibration modes of the structure are also plotted in the 

figures. In the case of the El Centro earthquake, the structure modes correspond to very 

low acceleration amplitudes, resulting in small structural displacements; on the other 

hand for the San Fernando earthquake, the first three structure modes correspond to high 
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acceleration amplitudes that are between 0.1 and 0.2, which results in very high structure 

displacements. 

 

Table 6.3-1: Structure Displacement without TLD 

 

Earthquake Name  

/ Location 

Earthquake 

Magnitude on 

the Moment 

magnitude Scale 

Year 

 

Peak 

Acceleration 

(m/sec^2) 

Peak 

Displacement 

of Floor 58 

without TLD 

 (m) 

Drift 

Limit 

(H/700) 

(m) 

South Napa, 

California 
6.0 2014 2.8 1.89 0.43 

Long Beach, 

California 
6.4 1933 1.93 3.41 0.43 

San Fernando, 

California 
6.5 1971 11.48 10.47 0.43 

Northridge, 

California 
6.7 1994 16.7 6.60 0.43 

Loma Prieta, 

California 
6.9 1989 4.69 3.14 0.43 

El Centro 

California 
6.9 1940 2.06 0.50 0.43 
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Figure 6.3-1: Earthquake acceleration data. 
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Figure 6.3-2: Earthquake acceleration data. 
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Figure 6.3-3: Fourier analysis of earthquake acceleration data and first four structure 

vibration modes. 
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Figure 6.3-4: Fourier analysis of earthquake acceleration data and first four structure 

vibration modes. 
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It can be observed from Table 6.3-1 that the building top floor deflections induced by 

four out of six earthquakes are far above the drift limit. Therefore, adding TLD alone will 

not be able to reduce the displacement to the drift limit value and additional stiffness will 

be needed before TLDs can be considered.  

In order to reduce the building deflections for these four earthquakes to a value below the 

drift limit, building stiffness needs to be increased. As a result, the fundamental 

frequency of the structure will be increased. Numerical experiments have shown that 

TLD can generate much larger sloshing force when they oscillate at or near tank sloshing 

frequencies. Therefore, it is important to design TLDs so that the tank sloshing 

frequencies are close to the building vibration modes.   

As discussed in Chapter 4, the tank sloshing frequencies are defined by equation (4.4-9), 

i.e., in terms of the length and fluid height of the tank. From equation (4.4-9), we can see 

that a large sloshing frequency required from the increase of building stiffness will result 

in a smaller TLD. The sloshing force produced by a smaller TLD will not be sufficient to 

reduce the story force. Therefore, the TLD may be ineffective.  

According to the aforementioned analysis, TLDs will probably be only effective in 

reducing the displacement induced by two of the six earthquakes given in Table 6.3-1. 

These two earthquakes are El Centro earthquake and South Napa earthquake. For the El 

Centro earthquake, supplemental damping with TLD can be considered for reducing the 

structure displacement without additional stiffness since displacement without TLD is 

less than 0.5m as shown in Table 6.3-1, which is slightly higher than the drift limit. On 

the other hand, the structure displacement of 1.89m for the South Napa earthquake is 
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higher than the drift limit for the structure, but it was found that a increase in the structure 

stiffness by a factor of 4 could reduce the structure displacement without TLD to less 

than 0.8m that is close to the drift limit. The corresponding increase in the fundamental 

frequency was found to be small enough to consider TLDs with reasonable length and 

fluid depth.  

Based on the aforementioned discussion, parametric studies will be performed for the 

building with original stiffness (referred to as ST-1) subject to the El Centro earthquake 

and the building with increased stiffness (referred to as ST-2) subject to the South Napa 

earthquake. Table 6.2-2 shows the mass, stiffness and the first four vibration modes of 

ST-1 and ST-2.  

Table 6.2-2: Structure ST-1 and ST-2 Properties 

Description ST-1 ST-2 

Floor Mass, Floors 1 - 8 0.29937e6 kg 0.29937e6 kg 

Floor Mass, Floors 9 - 58 0.59874e6 kg 0.59874e6 kg 

Core Stiffness  Floors 1 - 43  0.19517e10 kg/m 0.78068e10 kg/m 

Core Stiffness Floors 44 - 58 0.13997e10 kg/m 0.55988e10 kg/m 

Floor to Floor height (1 - 43) 4.57 m 4.57 m 

Floor to Floor height ( 44 - 58) 5.18 m 5.18 m 

Fundamental Frequency 0.1966 Hz 0.4394 Hz 

2
nd

 mode 0.6984 Hz 1.3891 Hz 

3
rd

 mode 1.1695 Hz 2.3219 Hz 

4
th

 mode 1.6794 Hz 3.3507 Hz 
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The top floor displacements of ST-1 and ST-2 for the El Centro and South Napa 

earthquakes are evaluated using the structural code developed.  The displacement results 

are shown in Figure 6.2-5 and 6.2-6, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 6.2-5: Displacement of ST-1 top floor without TLD due to the El Centro 

Earthquake. 

 

 

Figure 6.2-6: Displacement of ST-2 top floor without TLD due to the South Napa 

Earthquake.  
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6.3 TLD Response Characteristics 

Three TLDs defined in Table 6.3-1 were considered for the parametric study. The fluid in 

all three cases was water. For the purpose of comparison, the water volume in each TLD 

is kept the same. Table 6.3-1 also shows the tank liquid sloshing fundamental frequency.  

Table 6.3-1 TLD Dimensions and frequencies 

TLD Length (m) x Water 

Depth(m)  

Liquid Sloshing 

Fundamental 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

1 14.0 x 3.0 0.1809 

2 10.5 x 4.0 0.2488 

3 8.4 x 5.0 0.2977 

 

To get an idea of TLD response, the vibration characteristics of the TLDs were studied by 

examining their frequency characteristics and comparing them with Fourier analysis of 

the structure displacement without TLD subject to the El Centro and the South Napa 

earthquakes and Fourier analysis of earthquake acceleration data. The acceleration data 

for El Centro and the South Napa earthquakes are re-plotted in Figures 6.3-1 and 6.3-2, 

respectively. As can be seen in these figures, both earthquake accelerations have similar 

magnitudes but different durations. Consequently the structure response for the South 

Napa earthquake is for a longer duration than for the El Centro earthquake. Also 

comparing Figures 6.3-1 and 6.3-2 , it can be seen that the accelerations in the South 

Napa earthquake decreases uniformly while the acceleration in the El Centro earthquake 
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exhibits several high peaks over an extended period of time before it reduces to smaller 

magnitudes. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3-1: El Centro earthquake acceleration data. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3-2: South Napa earthquake acceleration data. 
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Fourier analysis of the El Centro acceleration data is shown in Figure 6.3-3. A closer look 

of the Fourier analysis data together with the structure ST-1 fundamental frequency 

(0.1966 Hz) and three TLDs sloshing fundamental frequencies (0.1809 Hz, 0.2488 Hz, 

0.2977 Hz) are plotted in Figure 6.3-4. The structural analysis was performed for ST-1 

without TLD subject to El Centro earthquake to obtain the top floor displacement. 

Fourier analysis was performed for ST-1 top floor displacement, which is shown in 

Figure 6.3-5. A closer look of Fourier analysis of ST-1 top floor displacement response 

together with structure ST-1 fundamental frequency (0.1966 Hz) and three TLDs sloshing 

fundamental frequencies ( 0.1809 Hz, 0.2488 Hz, 0.2977 Hz) is shown in Figure 6.3-6.  

Numerical analysis of the results shows that the largest displacement may not occur at 

fundamental structural vibration frequency. In order for the TLD to be effective, TLD 

liquid sloshing frequencies should be close to the structure oscillation frequencies that 

have relatively large amplitudes.   

Similar analysis was performed for ST-2 subject to South Napa earthquake. 

Corresponding results are shown in Figures 6.3-7 to 6.3-10. The same conclusions hold, 

which provided the basis for determining the TLD size, i.e., the length and water depth. It 

should also be mentioned that if the fundamental liquid sloshing frequency is too low in 

comparison with the structure oscillation frequency, the second or third sloshing 

frequency should be close to the structure oscillation frequency. 
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Figure 6.3-3: Fourier analysis of El Centro earthquake acceleration data. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3-4: Fourier analysis of El Centro earthquake acceleration data, structure ST-1 

fundamental frequency (0.1966 Hz) and three TLDs sloshing fundamental frequencies 

(0.1809 Hz, 0.2488 Hz, 0.2977 Hz) 
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Figure 6.3-5: Fourier analysis of ST-1 top floor displacement response to El Centro 

earthquake. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3-6: Fourier analysis of ST-1 top floor displacement, structure ST-1 fundamental 

frequency (0.1966 Hz) and three TLDs sloshing fundamental frequencies (0.1809 Hz, 

0.2488 Hz, 0.2977 Hz) 

. 
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Figure 6.3-7: Fourier analysis of South Napa earthquake acceleration data. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3-8: Fourier analysis of South Napa earthquake acceleration data, structure ST-2 

fundamental frequency (0.4395 Hz) and three TLDs sloshing fundamental frequencies 

(0.1809 Hz, 0.2488 Hz, 0.2977 Hz) 
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Figure 6.3-9: Fourier analysis of ST-2 top floor displacement response to South Napa 

earthquake. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3-10: Fourier analysis of ST-2 top floor displacement, structure ST-2 

fundamental frequency (0.4395 Hz) and three TLDs sloshing fundamental frequencies 

(0.1809 Hz, 0.2488 Hz, 0.2977 Hz) 
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Table 6.3-2 and 6.3-3 shows the vibrations properties of the TLDs and structures ST-1 

and ST-2 respectively. Comparing the TLD modes of vibration with the structure 

frequencies, it can be seen that the design frequency (and the first mode) for TLD 1 is 

close to the fundamental frequency of the structure ST-1, while the third mode of 

vibration of TLD 2 and second mode of vibration of TLD 3 are close to the fundamental 

frequency of structure ST-2. Frequency ratio for these cases are shown in Table 6.2-4 and 

it can be seen from this table that TLD 1 and TLD 3 will vibrate with near resonance for 

the El Centro earthquake and South Napa earthquake respectively and TLD 2 will vibrate 

with near resonance for the South Napa earthquake. Similarities between the frequencies 

discussed above are highlighted with similar shades in the tables. 

 

Table 6.3-2 TLD Types, Frequencies and Modes 

Type TLD 

L (m) x Depth(m)  

TLD Fluid 

Design Frequency 

(Hz) 

Fluid Modes of Vibration 

Mode 1 

(Hz) 

Mode 2 

(Hz) 

Mode 3 

(Hz) 

1 14.0 x 3.0 0.1809 0.1809 0.3121 0.4019 

2 10.5 x 4.0 0.2488 0.2488 0.3824 0.4719 

3 8.4 x 5.0 0.2977 0.2977 0.4309 0.5280 
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Table 6.3-3 Structure Frequencies 

Structure Earthquake 

Reference 

Structure Frequencies 

Fundamental 

Frequency 

(Hz)  

2
nd

 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

3
rd

  

Frequency 

(Hz)  

4
th

 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

ST-1 El Centro 0.1966 0.698 1.169 1.679 

ST-2 South Napa 0.4394 1.389 2.321 3.351 

 

Table 6.3-4 Frequency Ratio of TLD Frequency and Structure Frequency 

Structure 
TLD  TLD 

Frequency 

(Hz)  

Structure 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

Frequency 

Ratio  

ST-1 1 0.189 0.1966 0.96 

ST-2 2 0.4719 0.4394 1.07 

ST-2 3 

Napa 

0.4309 0.4394 0.98 

 

6.4 Parametric Study 

The parametric study investigated the response of ST-1 and ST-2 coupled with 3 TLDs 

subject to the El Centro and South Napa earthquakes respectively. For each structure, 12 

cases were developed with the first six cases that study the response of the structure 

coupled to one TLD at a time on the topmost floor (floor 58) and the second 6 cases that 

study the response of the topmost floor with the TLD placed on floor 54. All cases are 

listed in Table 6.4-1 for the El Centro earthquake and Table 6.4-2 for the South Napa 
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earthquake, respectively. In the table, odd numbered cases use TLDs with 3.5m depth and 

the even numbered cases used TLDs with 7m depth.   

The coupling case was run for the duration of the earthquake, for each case the responses 

of the structure with and without TLDs were recorded. The structural analysis assumed 

that structure deformation is within the elastic range of the building materials. 

 

Table 6.4-1 Parametric Cases for Structure ST-1, El Centro Earthquake 

TLD on Floor 58 

Case 
Structure 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

TLD Dimensions 

Length (m) x Fluid Depth(m) x 

Width(m) 

TLD 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

TLD 

Type 

EC-1 0.1966 14.0 x 3.0 x 3.5 0.1809 1 

EC-2 0.1966 14.0 x 3.0 x 7.0 0.1809 1 

EC-3 0.1966 10.5 x 4.0 x 3.5 0.2488 2 

EC-4 0.1966 10.5 x 4.0 x 7.0 0.2488 2 

EC-5 0.1966 8.4 x 5.0 x 3.5 0.2977 3 

EC-6 0.1966 8.4 x 5.0 x 7.0 0.2977 3 

TLD on Floor 54  

EC-7 0.1966 14.0 x 3.0 x 3.5 0.1809 1 

EC-8 0.1966 14.0 x 3.0 x 7.0 0.1809 1 

EC-9 0.1966 10.5 x 4.0 x 3.5 0.2488 2 

EC-10 0.1966 10.5 x 4.0 x 7.0 0.2488 2 

EC-11 0.1966 8.4 x 5.0 x 3.5 0.2977 3 

EC-12 0.1966 8.4 x 5.0 x 7.0 0.2977 3 
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Table 6.4-2 Parametric Cases for Structure ST-2, South Napa Earthquake 

TLD on Floor 58 

Case 
Structure 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

TLD Dimensions 

Length (m) x Fluid Depth(m) x 

Width(m) 

TLD 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

TLD 

Type 

SN-1 0.4395 14.0 x 3.0 x 3.5 0.1809 1 

SN-2 
0.4395 

14.0 x 3.0 x 7.0 0.1809 1 

SN-3 
0.4395 

10.5 x 4.0 x 3.5 0.2488 2 

SN-4 
0.4395 

10.5 x 4.0 x 7.0 0.2488 2 

SN-5 
0.4395 

8.4 x 5.0 x 3.5 0.2977 3 

SN-6 
0.4395 

8.4 x 5.0 x 7.0 0.2977 3 

TLD on Floor 54  

SN-7 0.4395 14.0 x 3.0 x 3.5 0.1809 1 

SN-8 
0.4395 

14.0 x 3.0 x 7.0 0.1809 1 

SN-9 
0.4395 

10.5 x 4.0 x 3.5 0.2488 2 

SN-10 
0.4395 

10.5 x 4.0 x 7.0 0.2488 2 

SN-11 
0.4395 

8.4 x 5.0 x 3.5 0.2977 3 

SN-12 
0.4395 

8.4 x 5.0 x 7.0 0.2977 3 
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Chapter 7:  Results 
 

7.1 Discussion of Coupled Response to the El Centro Earthquake 

The response of structures ST-1 coupled with three types of TLDs were studied in 12 

parametric cases. The frequency of TLD 1 was designed to be close to the fundamental 

frequency of structure ST-1. The other TLDs were developed by varying the length and 

fluid depth of each TLD, but keeping the fluid volume same as the fluid volume in TLD 1. 

This resulted in TLDs that are off-tuned with ST-1. Cases EC-1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 

investigated structure ST-1 response to the El Centro earthquake with the TLD having 3.5 

m width and cases EC-2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 investigated structure ST-1 response to the El 

Centro earthquake with 7m TLD width. Cases 1 through 6 investigated the structure 

response with the TLD on the topmost floor (floor 58) and cases 7-12 investigated 

structure response with the TLD on floor 54. 

The response of structure ST-1 coupled with each type of TLD located on floor 58 are 

shown in Figures 7.1-1 and 7.1-2. Comparing the displacements between cases EC-2, 4, 6 

with cases EC-1, 3 and 5, shows reduction in displacements in the even numbered cases 

being larger than the odd numbered cases, due to the TLD width being twice that of the 

TLD widths in the even numbered cases which is expected.  

Comparing the displacement reductions between cases EC-2, 4, and 6, however, shows 

that the reduction in displacement for case EC-2 is less when compared to cases EC-4 

and EC-6, even though the TLD design frequency in case EC-2 is close to the structure 
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fundamental frequency.  Violent wave breaking was not observed in any of these three 

cases at the time of the largest structure displacement occurring at 15 seconds (Figure 

7.1-3) and the sloshing profile is similar. Additionally for case EC-2, the TLD response is 

slower than cases EC-4 and EC-6 as no displacement reduction is observed for the first 5 

seconds of the earthquake for case EC-2, whereas cases EC-4 and 6 a shows significant 

displacement reduction during the same time period. For cases EC-4 and EC-6 the 

reduction can be observed even after the displacements start to dissipate after 15 seconds.  

Comparing the lengths of the TLDs used in cases EC-2, 4, and 6, the length of TLD Type 

1 used in case EC-2, is 14m, 10.5m for TLD Type 2 in case EC-4 and 8.4 m for TLD 

Type 3 used in case EC-6. The fluid height is also lowest for TLD Type 1 (3m); the fluid 

heights for TLD Type 2 and Type 3 are 4m and 5m respectively.  

Fourier analysis of the structure displacement without TLD (Figure 7.1-6) show the 

vibration amplitude of TLD type 2 being approximately double that of TLD type 1, and 

the vibration amplitude for TLD type 3 being larger than that of TLD type 2. Therefore it 

can be assumed that for cases EC-4 and 6, the combination large amplitudes of vibration 

and greater fluid depth in the TLDs initiated sloshing forces early and of enough 

magnitude to reduce displacements significantly. The large amplitude of vibration in this 

case also continued to provide sloshing forces sufficient to reduce vibrations even after 

dissipation of the peak displacements after 15 seconds.  
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Figure 7.1-1: Structure ST1 response of floor 58 with TLD width of 3.5m on floor 58 for 

parametric cases EC-1, 3 and 5 for the El Centro Earthquake. 
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Figure 7.1-2: Structure ST-1 response of floor 58 with TLD width of 7m on floor 58 for 

parametric cases EC-2, 4 and 6 for the El Centro Earthquake. 
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Figure 7.1-3: Sloshing profile, from top respectively: TLD type1, 2 and 3 for the El 

Centro Earthquake. 
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The response of floor 58 (top most floor) of structure ST-1 coupled with each type of 

TLD located on floor 54 are shown in Figures 7.1-4 and 7.1-5. As before, the odd number 

cases have TLD widths of 3.5 m and the even number cases have TLD widths of 7m.   

Comparison of cases EC-7 thru EC-10 (Figure 7.1-4) with cases EC-1 thru EC-4 (Figure 

7.1-1) indicates that the floor displacement is the same whether the TLD is on floor 58 or 

floor 54. However, comparison of cases EC-5 with EC-11 and EC-6 with EC-12 show 

more reduction in floor 58 with the TLD on floor 54 (cases EC-11, 12) than when the 

TLD is on floor 58 (cases EC-10, 11). The increased reduction commences at 

approximately 14 seconds into the earthquake and continues thereafter. To account for 

the increased reduction, a difference of displacement plot of floors 58 and 54 show the 

largest difference occurring at 14.88 seconds (Figure 7.1-6), indicating that floor 54 

moves slightly more (0.007m) than floor 58 resulting in a small increase in the pressure 

profile in TLD on floor 54 (Figure 6.4-7). The higher pressure profile contributes to the 

small increase in displacement reduction being observed in case EC-12. It is apparent in 

cases EC-4, EC-6 and EC-10 and EC-12, the displacement reduction occurs earlier in the 

earthquake than EC-2 and EC-8. This because of the high amplitude of vibration noted 

earlier for these TLDs which mobilizes the fluid earlier in the earthquake motion, and in 

the case of EC-6 and EC-12, a slight increase in the sloshing force due to larger 

displacement of floor 54 with respect to floor 58. Beyond the peak oscillations, the TLD 

follows the structure oscillations without any increase or decrease in the response (Figure 

7.1-8).  
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Figure 7.1-4: Structure ST-1 response of floor 58 with TLD width of 3.5m on floor 54 for 

parametric cases EC7, 9 and 11 for the El Centro Earthquake. 
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Figure 7.1-5: Structure ST-1 response of floor 58 with TLD width of 7m on floor 54 for 

parametric cases EC-8, 10 and 12 for the El Centro Earthquake. 
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Figure 7.1-6: Displacement difference of floors 58 and 54 in structure ST-1 for the El 

Centro earthquake. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1-7: TLD pressure profile at 14.88 seconds into the El Centro earthquake. TLD 

on left is on floor 58 and TLD on right is on floor 54 and exhibits higher pressure. 
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Figure 7.1-8: Structure response with TLD on floor 58 and floor 54 (top and bottom 

figure respectively) for longer period of structure motion. 
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7.2 Discussion of Coupled Response to the South Napa Earthquake 

The response of structure ST-2 to the South Napa earthquake for cases SN-1 through SN-

12 are shown in Figures 7.2-1 through 4. Even though the TLDs in these cases are off-

tuned with the structure, displacement reduction is noted in each case, with noticeable 

displacement reductions noted in cases SN-4 and  SN-6, with TLDs of type 2 and 3. The 

third mode of vibration of TLD type 2 and the second mode of vibration of TLD type 3 

are very close to the fundamental frequency of the structure (Tables 7.2-1, 7.2-2 and 7.2-

3).  Additionally, vibration  amplitudes of  TLD type 2 and 3 are higher than TLD type 1. 

As a result, the response of TLD type 2 and 3 are stronger than type 1. Unlike cases EC-6 

and EC-12, however, there is no noticeable difference between structure response for SN-

6 (TLD type 3 on floor 58) and SN-12 (TLD type 3 on floor 58).  A plot of the difference 

between the displacements of floors 58 and 54 for case SN-12 show that the largest 

difference of approximately 0.005m occurs at approximately at 13.64 seconds into the 

earthquake (Figure 7.2-5). This displacement is however smaller than the difference 

observed for ST-1 in the El Centro case. The pressure profile plot of the TLD at floor 54 

shows that the floor movement is in phase with floor 58 resulting in an identical pressure 

profile (Figure 7.2-6). Consequently, unlike case EC-12, no increase in sloshing force is 

observed for case SN-12.  Beyond large displacements, the TLD response follows the 

structure oscillations without any increase or decrease in the response (Figure 7.2-7).   
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Figure 7.2-1: Structure ST-2 response of floor 58 with TLD width of 3.5m on floor 58 for 

parametric cases SN-1, 3 and 5 for the South Napa Earthquake. 
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Figure 7.2-2: Structure ST-2 response of floor 58 with TLD width of 7m on floor 58 for 

parametric cases SN-2, 4 and 6 for the South Napa Earthquake. 
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Figure 7.2-3: Structure ST-2 response of floor 58 with TLD width of 3.5m on floor 54 for 

parametric cases SN-7, 9 and 11 for the South Napa Earthquake. 
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Figure 7.2-4: Structure ST-2 response of floor 58 with TLD width of 7m on floor 54 for 

parametric cases SN-8, 10 and 12 for the South Napa Earthquake. 
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Figure 7.2-5: Displacement difference of floors 58 and 54 in structure ST-1 for the South 

Napa earthquake. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.2-6: TLD pressure profile at 13.64 seconds into the El Centro earthquake for 

TLD on floor 58(left) and TLD on floor 54 (right). 
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Figure 7.2-7: Structure response with TLD on floor 58 and floor 54 (top and bottom 

figure respectively) for longer period of structure motion. 
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Chapter 8:  Conclusions and Future Work 
 

 

8.1 Conclusions 

A computational tool that is based on the coupling of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

analysis and structural analysis is developed in this study and used for performing a 

parametric study on a dynamically sensitive structure with TLDs to identify essential 

elements that needs to be considered in the design and implementation of TLDs to reduce 

structure oscillations during a seismic event. 

The results of the study show that the tool provides an effective and inexpensive way to 

analyze the response of tall and dynamically sensitive buildings subject to a design 

seismic event by providing the means of selecting and optimizing liquid damper design 

for mitigating structure response to selected earthquakes.  

Using the computational tool developed, the response of a tall dynamically sensitive 

structure with 5% damping and without TLDs subject to six major earthquakes was 

numerically modeled and analyzed.  The analysis showed that the El Centro earthquake 

produced the smallest structure displacements, and with a slight increase in stiffness, the 

structure displacements due to the South Napa earthquake could be reduced significantly 

without a large increase in the structure fundamental frequency. Based on the 
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aforementioned, coupled structure-TLD responses for the El Centro and the South Napa 

earthquake were selected for the parametric study.   

Structure deflection can be reduced by increasing the structure mass and stiffness. 

Increasing the mass is undesirable as it increases the story forces during an earthquake.  

Increasing the stiffness reduces structure deflections but increases the structure frequency. 

Since the design frequency of a TLD is tuned to the structure frequency, a large structure 

frequency will result in a small TLD that may not develop the sloshing force necessary to 

reduce structure displacement during a seismic event. The computational tool was used to 

determine the structure stiffness that would produce a reasonable oscillation without a 

TLD which could then be used for the parametric study.   

Using the tool developed, Fourier analysis of structure response data showed that tuning a 

TLD to the fundamental frequency of the structure may not be effective if the 

corresponding amplitude of vibration is small. Since the generation of a sloshing force is 

dependent on the fluid being mobilized, a TLD will not produce sufficient response 

unless the amplitude corresponding to the structure frequency is high. 

The structure response computed by the computational tool included the first two 

dominant vibration modes of the structure. Evaluation of the structure response to both 

earthquakes showed that placing a TLD on a lower floor can be as effective as placing the 

TLD on the topmost floor. The parametric study also showed that TLDs can also be 

effective if the fluid modes of vibration are the same as or close to the structure’s second 

or third vibration frequency.  
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The parametric study also looked at TLD response over the entire duration of the selected 

earthquakes. The study shows, that the TLD is effective when the oscillation peaks are 

high. Once the earthquake energy starts to dissipate the TLD oscillations tend to follow 

the structure oscillations without any effective reduction in the structure displacements.   

8.2 Future Work 

 Investigate the effectiveness of TLDs on bi-directional motion of the structure: A 

seismic event can occur from any direction creating torsion about the structure 

vertical axis. The current computational tool assumes seismic activity parallel to the 

structure and the TLD. The functionality of the tool needs to be expanded to include 

seismic activity from any direction and compute bi-directional movement so that the 

effectiveness of TLDs subject to bi-directional structure motion can be studied. 

 Develop high-fidelity structure model for final design: The current structural tool 

is suitable for preliminary design studies based on a pre-calculated stiffness and mass. 

To continue evaluation of TLDs with progress in the design of a structure, a high-

fidelity model is required so that the structure can be modeled in three dimensions 

and can account for the changes in mass and stiffness. 

 Couple 3D TLDs with high-fidelity structure model to investigate different 

shapes and locations: The parametric study considered rectangular liquid dampers 

only. Space restrictions in structures my not always permit rectangular dampers. The 

capabilities of the computational tool needs to be increased to include study of the 
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effectiveness of TLDs of various geometric shapes such as “U” shapes and also of 

arrays of TLDs for situations where a large TLD cannot be installed.  

 Perform nonlinear analysis to investigate hysteresis: During a seismic event, 

structural members undergo stress reversals. The results of the parametric study show 

that the displacement reduction from TLDs is not uniform and in some instances may 

increase the structure displacement instead of reducing it. Additionally, as the 

earthquake energy dissipates, the TLD oscillation follows the structure oscillation as 

there is very little damping. This continued stress reversal can induce hysteresis in 

structural members which can lead to failure. The capability of the structure tool 

should be expanded to include non-linear analysis so that the effect of stress reversal 

on structural members can be investigated. 
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